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New & Forthcoming

Leo Strauss
An Introduction to His Thought and Intellectual Legacy
Thomas L. Pangle
This book is the first accurate, non-polemical, comprehensive guide to Strauss’s mature political philosophy and its intellectual influence. It includes a synoptic critical survey of writings from scholars who have extended Strauss’s influence into the more practical, sub-philosophic fields of social and political science and commentary. Pangle shows how these analysts have in effect imported Straussian impulses into a “new” kind of political and social science.

2006 184 pp.
0-8018-8440-3 $19.95 paperback

The Paradox of Democratic Capitalism
Politics and Economics in American Thought
David F. Prindle
Tracing the rise of natural law doctrine from neoclassical economics, David F. Prindle examines the interplay of ideas about politics, economics, and law in American society from the pre-revolutionary era to the eve of the September 11 attacks. He argues that while the United States was founded on liberalism, there is constant tension between two ideals of the liberal tradition: capitalism and democracy.

0-8018-8411-X $49.95 hardcover

Constitutional Democracy
Creating and Maintaining a Just Political Order
Walter F. Murphy
In this engaging and provocative work, Walter F. Murphy combines a lifetime’s study of constitutions and democracy with traditional storytelling to answer fundamental questions about constitutional democracy: How is it created? How is it maintained? How can it be adapted to changing circumstances?

2006 560 pp.
0-8018-8470-5 $55.00 hardcover

Plato and the Virtue of Courage
Linda R. Rabieh
Linda R. Rabieh examines Plato’s two main thematic discussions of courage, in the Laches and the Republic, and discovers that the two dialogues together yield a coherent, unified treatment of courage that explores a variety of vexing questions: Can courage be separated from justice, so that one can act courageously while advancing an unjust cause? Can courage be legitimately called a virtue? What role does wisdom play in courage? What role does courage play in wisdom?

0-8018-8469-1 $45.00 hardcover
Pluralism and Liberal Democracy
Richard E. Flathman

One of the country’s most distinguished political theorists turns to the task of how best to explain, justify, and encourage the concept, practice, and institutionalization of pluralism. By examining and analyzing the accounts and explanations of four philosophers—William James, Hannah Arendt, Stuart Hampshire, and Michael Oakeshott—Richard E. Flathman augments the theories of pluralism most familiar to students and scholars of politics and political theory.

2005 232 pp. 0-8018-8215-X $40.00 hardcover

Originalism in American Law and Politics
A Constitutional History
Johnathan O’Neill

Refuting the contention that originalism is a recent concoction of political conservatives like Robert Bork, Johnathan O’Neill asserts that recent appeals to the origin of the Constitution in Supreme Court decisions and commentary, especially by Justices Antonin Scalia and Clarence Thomas, continue an established pattern in American history.

2005 296 pp. 0-8018-8111-0 $55.00 hardcover

Beyond the First Amendment
The Politics of Free Speech and Pluralism
Samuel P. Nelson

Political theorist Samuel P. Nelson argues that the law of the First Amendment has supplanted the vital politics of free speech. After considering three philosophies commonly used to justify speech protection, Nelson pushes the debate beyond constitutional and legal questions by advocating an approach grounded in value pluralism.

2005 240 pp. 0-8018-8173-0 $50.00 hardcover

Freedom Reclaimed
Rediscovering the American Vision
John E. Schwarz

“First-rate, sound, and convincing defense of expansive freedom and active government against the currently dominant “free market” version.” —Choice

2005 264 pp. 0-8018-7981-7 $30.00 hardcover
The Limits of Rawlsian Justice
Roberto Alejandro
“In this well-written examination, Alejandro weaves Rawls's writings after A Theory of Justice into a clear and provocative account of Rawls's view of justice.” —Choice
0-8018-6883-1 $25.00 paperback

The Amendments to the Constitution
A Commentary
George Anastaplo
“Provocative, engaging, and not an inappropriate introduction to George Anastaplo. Discourse on the 'right of revolution,' it turns out, was precisely what got him into trouble with the Illinois bar 45 years ago. He remains important as much for what he has written since as for what he did then.” —Law and Politics Book Review
0-8018-4960-8 $25.00 paperback

The Constitution of 1787
A Commentary
George Anastaplo
“Those desiring to engage in the enterprise of ‘thinking about the Constitution’ in the company of a resourceful and knowledgeable guide will find this book quite interesting and enjoyable.” —Journal of American History
0-8018-3606-9 $25.00 paperback

The Communitarian Constitution
Beau Breslin
“A significant contribution to the literature on constitutional theory.” —Law and Politics Book Review
0-8018-8538-8 $25.00 paperback

Israel and the Politics of Jewish Identity
The Secular-Religious Impasse
Asher Cohen and Bernard Susser
“Mandatory reading for anyone interested in Israeli society, which excellently exemplifies the relationship between the two leading forces in human history, politics and religion.” —American Political Science Review
0-8018-6345-7 $44.00 hardcover

Public Integrity
J. Patrick Dobel
“In Dobel’s book the outlines of public integrity come into view. We see the extent to which integrity remains compatible with inconsistencies over personal history and social geography, the ways in which it can abide both pluralism and pragmatism.” —American Political Science Review
0-8018-6916-1 $25.00 paperback
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Publication Year</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constituting Federal Sovereignty</td>
<td>Leslie Friedman Goldstein</td>
<td>A very impressive and thought-provoking book that contributes to the research stream represented by books on the impact of European Courts on European 'constitutional' politics.</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>0-8018-6663-4</td>
<td>$42.00 hardcover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>America's Constitutional Soul</td>
<td>Harvey C. Mansfield, Jr.</td>
<td>In what is a provocatively trenchant book, Mansfield takes relish in propelling his readers down the rats' maze of liberal arguments supporting a conservative outlook. Herein lies the real soul of American politics.</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>0-8018-4634-X</td>
<td>$19.95 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Americanization of Religious Minorities</td>
<td>Eric Michael Mazur</td>
<td>A cogent exploration of the 'free exercise' clause of the First Amendment and how it has been construed in constitutional conflicts with three minority religions: the Jehovah's Witnesses, the Latter-Day Saints, and Native Americans.</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>0-8018-8056-4</td>
<td>$18.95 paperback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Philosophy and the God of Abraham</td>
<td>Thomas L. Pangle</td>
<td>An enticing introduction to the richly provocative debate about fundamental questions of faith raised among the Bible's greatest students—Augustine and Aquinas, Ibn Ezra and Maimonides, al-Ghazali and Averroes, Luther and Calvin—and an array of writers from ancient and modern philosophical traditions as well.</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>0-8018-7328-2</td>
<td>$39.95 hardcover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal Democracy and the Social Acceleration of Time</td>
<td>William E. Scheuerman</td>
<td>How has increased speed in all fields affected the working of traditional democratic institutions? Scheuerman, whose intimate familiarity with political philosophy is evident, raises this fascinating question throughout this excellent scholarly treatise.</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>0-8018-7885-3</td>
<td>$42.00 hardcover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Political Philosophy of James Madison</td>
<td>Garrett Ward Sheldon</td>
<td>Sheldon interweaves Madison's intellectual development with his political career: the one the warp, the one the weft, of his mind.</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>0-8018-7106-9</td>
<td>$16.95 paperback</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Writings on Empire and Slavery
Alexis de Tocqueville
edited and translated by Jennifer Pitts

"Should be required reading for anyone interested in the history of colonialism, imperialism, liberalism and Algeria . . . Features the clarity and depth that one expects from the author of Democracy in America."

—Patterns of Prejudice

0-8018-7756-3 $17.50 paperback

The Presence of the Past
Essays on the State and the Constitution
Sheldon Wolin

"The enlightenment so generously supplied by Wolin reveals a grim view of the American Republic in the wake of its Bicentennial celebrations . . . A very important book, and I recommend it most highly."

—Journal of Politics

0-8018-4116-X $18.95 paperback

The Presidency and Political Science
Two Hundred Years of Constitutional Debate
Raymond Tatalovich and Thomas S. Engeman

"A thorough investigation of the breadth of presidential scholarship, and the [authors] place that thought in a useful framework that asks pertinent questions to be answered by the scholars of various eras and schools of thought."

—Perspectives on Political Science

2003 288 pp., 6 illustrations
0-8018-7322-3 $17.95 paperback

The Political Philosophy of Thomas Jefferson
Garrett Ward Sheldon

"It's easy to see why John F. Kennedy told a dinner for American winners of the Nobel Prize that his audience was the most brilliant assembly ever gathered in the White House except when Thomas Jefferson dined alone."

—Washington Post

0-8018-4714-1 $25.00 paperback

Examination Copies: The Johns Hopkins University Press provides examination copies of paperback titles being considered for course use. There is no charge for the books, but there is a shipping and handling fee of $5 per copy in the U.S. Outside the U.S., the fee is $7 per copy.

- To request an examination copy, please mail or fax your request on department letterhead with the following information:
  - Your name
  - Title, department, institution
  - Institutional mailing address
  - Course title, semester offered
  - Expected enrollment, title of text(s) currently being used
  - Exam copies requested (limit of 3, please submit title and ISBN)
  - Adoption deadline

(You can find a PDF version of this form to print out on letterhead by visiting the following URL: http://www.press.jhu.edu/books/exam_copies.html)

- Mail your request to:
  Examination Copies
  The Johns Hopkins University Press/Hopkins Fulfillment Service
  Box 50370
  Baltimore, MD 21211-4370 —OR—

- Fax your request (credit-card payment only) to: 410-516-6998.

All examination copies are provided at our discretion and there is a limit of three (3) books per professor per semester. We do not offer examination copies of hardcover books, but you are welcome to purchase them with our 20% academic discount, code WEX.
New & Forthcoming

Bureaucracy in a Democratic State
A Governance Perspective
Kenneth J. Meier and Laurence J. O’Toole Jr.

Kenneth J. Meier and Laurence J. O’Toole Jr. present a timely analysis of working democracy, arguing that bureaucracy—often considered antithetical to fundamental democratic principles—can actually promote democracy.

0-8018-8357-1 $19.95 paperback

This Land
The Battle over Sprawl and the Future of America
Anthony Flint

"An engaging, vivid and provocative work. Written with analytical rigor but also a crafty journalistic eye for the human-interest story that crystallizes an abstract theme, this book merits inclusion in any library."

—Library Journal

2006 310 pp., 24 halftones
0-8018-8419-5 $4.95 hardcover

Madison’s Managers
Public Administration and the Constitution
Anthony M. Bertelli and Laurence E. Lynn Jr.

Combining insights from traditional thought and practice and from contemporary political analysis, Madison’s Managers presents a constitutional theory of public administration in the United States. Anthony Michael Bertelli and Laurence E. Lynn Jr. contend that managerial responsibility in American government depends on official respect for the separation of powers and a commitment to judgment, balance, rationality, and accountability in managerial practice.

2006 240 pp., 1 line drawing
0-8018-8319-9 $25.00 paperback

American Defense Policy
eighth edition
edited by Paul J. Bolt, Damon V. Coletta, and Collins G. Shackelford, Jr.

American Defense Policy has been a mainstay for instructors of courses in political science, international relations, military affairs, and American national security for over 25 years. The updated and thoroughly revised eighth edition considers questions of continuity and change in America’s defense policy in the face of a global climate beset by geopolitical tensions, rapid technological change, and terrorist violence.

2005 496 pp., 4 line drawings
0-8018-8094-7 $35.00 paperback
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A Strike like No Other Strike</strong></td>
<td>Richard A. Brisbin, Jr.</td>
<td>A comprehensive account and analysis of the lengthy Pittston coal strike of 1989–90, focusing on the effects of the law and its apparatus on the actions of Pittston Coal, the United Mine Workers union, judges, and the miners themselves.</td>
<td>0-8018-6901-3</td>
<td><strong>$46.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Institutional Presidency</strong></td>
<td>John P. Burke</td>
<td>A useful synthesis of the knowledge that presidency-watchers have gleaned about the formal operations of the White House.</td>
<td>0-8018-6501-8</td>
<td><strong>$19.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Rule of Law in America</strong></td>
<td>Ronald A. Cass</td>
<td>An effective and timely affirmation of the continuing force of the rule of law in the U.S.</td>
<td>0-8018-7441-6</td>
<td><strong>$19.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bureaucracy and Self-Government</strong></td>
<td>Brian J. Cook</td>
<td>Traces, often quite nicely and originally, the tension between what the author calls 'instrumental' and 'constitutive' conceptions of public administration through American history.</td>
<td>0-8018-5410-5</td>
<td><strong>$18.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Downsizing Democracy</strong></td>
<td>Matthew A. Crenson and Benjamin Ginsberg</td>
<td>A thoughtful and useful analysis of present-day democratic decline.</td>
<td>0-8018-7886-1</td>
<td><strong>$18.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Endangered Species Act</strong></td>
<td>Brian Czech and Paul R. Krausman</td>
<td>Provokes thoughtful consideration of the ESA, it logically organizes ESA issues, and it boldly recommends improvements.</td>
<td>0-8018-6504-2</td>
<td><strong>$29.95</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Daniel Patrick Moynihan
The Intellectual in Public Life
edited by Robert A. Katzmann
The contributors to this career-spanning assessment knew Moynihan as teacher, scholar, and colleague, and they use their diverse interactions with him to paint a picture of an extraordinary thinker with many areas of intellectual concern: social policy, international relations, public works, race relations, and government secrecy.

0-8018-7967-1 $17.95 paperback

The Transformation of Governance
Public Administration for Twenty-First Century America
Donald F. Kettl
“Kettl’s new book is a well-written and insightful assessment of the state of public administration, in both theory and practice.”
—Choice

0-8018-7049-6 $19.95 paperback

Space Policy in the Twenty-First Century
edited by W. Henry Lambright
“The subject of policy and the decisions that have to be made and to understand who will be/are the decision makers is vital for future space progress and development. This book gives us an invaluable insight into the methods and mechanisms involved.”
—Spaceflight

0-8018-7068-2 $49.95 hardcover

Programs in Aid of the Poor
eighth edition
Sar A. Levitan, Garth L. Mangum, Stephen L. Mangum, and Andrew M. Sum
“Packed into the 140 small pages of Programs in Aid of the Poor is everything that the behavioral scientist wants to know about poor people and the programs designed to assist them but doesn’t know whom to ask or what sources to consult.”
—Annals of Regional Science

2003 304 pp., 17 illustrations
0-8018-7122-0 $19.95 paperback

The Selling of Supreme Court Nominees
John Anthony Maltese
“A careful and concise history, description, and analysis of the modern Supreme Court appointment process.”
—Journal of Politics

0-8018-5883-6 $19.95 paperback

Political Parties and Constitutional Government
Remaking American Democracy
Sidney M. Milkis
“From the founding generation of Jefferson and Madison, through the reform years of Teddy Roosevelt’s third party efforts, and on up to FDR’s purge campaign, Milkis displays his expertise of presidential politics.”
—Virginia Quarterly Review

0-8018-6195-0 $20.95 paperback
The Birth of City Planning in the United States, 1840–1917
Jon A. Peterson

“No understanding of early twentieth-century political and cultural history will be complete without this thorough account of the Progressive Era’s most visible legacy.”
—Journal of American History
93 halftones, 24 line drawings
0-8018-7210-3 $59.95 hardcover

Transforming California
A Political History of Land Use and Development
Stephanie S. Pincetl

“A valuable background on 150 years of California’s political and environmental history . . . Offers some practical, challenging and timely ideas about how Californians can do a better job in the future.”
—San Francisco Chronicle
1999 400 pp.
41 halftones, 14 line drawings
0-8018-7312-6 $24.00 paperback

Democracy and the Internet
Allies or Adversaries?
Leslie David Simon, Javier Corrales, and Donald R. Wolfensberger

Three essays draw evidence from starkly different regions of the world—the Middle East, Latin America, and the United States.
1-930365-09-8 $11.95 paperback

Legislators, Leaders, and Lawmaking
The U.S. House of Representatives in the Postreform Era
Barbara Sinclair

“A superb combination of description and analysis that captures the Democratic-dominated House of the 1980s and early 1990s.”
—Congress and the Presidency
0-8018-5712-0 $21.95 paperback

Making Government Manageable
Executive Organization and Management in the Twenty-First Century
edited by Thomas H. Stanton and Benjamin Ginsberg

“With cautious optimism, this book argues that the organization of government is critical to the success of government and gives practical examples and principles of manageable and successful government.”
—Public Administration Review
0-8018-7332-2 $18.95 paperback

The Rise of the States
Evolution of American State Government
Jon C. Teaford

“A standard reference and starting point for those seeking to understand the history of state government.”
—Journal of American History
0-8018-6889-0 $22.95 paperback

The Invention of the United States Senate
Daniel Wirls and Stephen Wirls

“Brings theory and history together in a lucid and timely analysis of this pivotal institution’s formation and early development in a way suitable for advanced undergraduates and graduate students.”
—Perspectives on Political Science
0-8018-7439-4 $18.95 paperback

THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY PRESS 1-800-537-5487
**Medicine and the Market**  
*Equity v. Choice*  
Daniel Callahan and Angela A. Wasunna

The authors compare the different approaches taken in the market debate by health care economists, conservative market advocates, and liberal supporters of single payer or government-regulated systems.

0-8018-8339-3 $35.00 hardcover

**Medicare Prospective Payment and the Shaping of U.S. Health Care**  
Rick Mayes, Ph.D., and Robert A. Berenson, M.D.

This volume explains how Medicare’s innovative payment system triggered temporary shifts in power away from the providers to the payers and how providers have responded to encroachments upon their professional and financial autonomy.

12 b&w illustrations  
0-8018-8454-3 $48.95 hardcover

**Child Health in America**  
*Making a Difference through Advocacy*  
Judith S. Palfrey, M.D.

Judith S. Palfrey explores the meaning of advocacy to children’s health and describes how health providers, community agencies, teachers, parents, and others can work together to bring about needed change.

5 halftones, 11 line drawings  
0-8018-8453-5 $30.00 paperback

**Health Security for All**  
*Dreams of Universal Health Care in America*  
Alan Derickson

“Required reading for those interested in the life and death of health policy initiatives . . . Valuable primer on health policy.” —JAMA

0-8018-8081-5 $30.00 hardcover

**Governing Health**  
*The Politics of Health Policy*  
*third edition*  
Carol S. Weissert and William G. Weissert

“No other book offers a better overview of what every health professional or anyone who is intensely interested in health affairs should know about the politics of policymaking.” —JAMA

10 b&w illustrations  
0-8018-8432-2 $29.95 paperback

**Older Americans, Vital Communities**  
*A Bold Vision for Societal Aging*  
W. Andrew Achenbaum

This thought-provoking work grapples with the vast range of issues associated with the aging population and challenges people of all ages to think more boldly and more creatively about the relationship between older Americans and their communities.

0-8018-8237-0 $40.00 hardcover

**False Alarm**  
*Why the Greatest Threat to Social Security and Medicare Is the Campaign to “Save” Them*  
Joseph White

“Drawing together an impressive range of existing studies and displaying a dazzling grasp of program and budgetary details, White shows again and again that critics of Medicare and Social Security have hidden highly contested value judgments behind a veil of public-spirited alarmism.” —Health Affairs

2001 344 pp., 3 line drawings  
0-8018-7449-1 $22.95 paperback
## Education Policy

### America’s Public Schools
From the Common School to “No Child Left Behind”

**William J. Reese**

William J. Reese’s history of public schools in America examines why citizens have repeatedly turned to the schools to improve society and how successive generations of reformers have tried to alter the curriculum and teaching practice to achieve their goals.

- **Year**: 2005
- **Pages**: 376
- **ISBN**: 0-8018-8196-X
- **Price**: $21.95 paperback

### Public Funding of Higher Education
Changing Contexts and New Rationales

**edited by Edward P. St. John and Michael D. Parsons**

Scholars and practitioners address the complexities of this new climate and the impact of recent trends on policy and political advocacy at the federal, state, and institutional levels. Rethinking traditional rationales for public financing, contributors to this volume offer alternatives for policymakers, administrators, faculty, students, and researchers struggling with this difficult practical dynamic.

- **Year**: 2004
- **Pages**: 272, 16 line drawings
- **ISBN**: 0-8018-8259-1
- **Price**: $23.00 paperback

### Refinancing the College Dream
Access, Equal Opportunity, and Justice for Taxpayers

**Edward P. St. John**

in collaboration with Eric H. Asker

“A thorough critique of the past four decades of higher education assistance programs . . . A brave attempt to reconcile the progressive zeal for access and the conservative pressure for academic accountability.”

— *Connection*

- **Year**: 2003
- **Pages**: 272, 9 illustrations
- **ISBN**: 0-8018-7265-0
- **Price**: $44.95 hardcover

### The Future of the Public University in America
Beyond the Crossroads

**James J. Duderstadt and Farris W. Womack**

The authors look at the forces driving change—economic imperatives, technology, and market forces—as well as the characteristics of the public university that make change difficult and suggest strategies at the state and federal level to preserve and strengthen public higher education as a resource for future generations.

- **Year**: 2003
- **Pages**: 256
- **ISBN**: 0-8018-8062-9
- **Price**: $21.95 paperback

### The States and Public Higher Education Policy
Affordability, Access, and Accountability

**edited by Donald E. Heller**

“Any administrator who wants to gain a deeper understanding of these issues than can be gleaned from a presidential candidates’ debate might do well to spend some time with these essays.”

— *University Business*

- **Year**: 2001
- **Pages**: 288, 20 line drawings
- **ISBN**: 0-8018-7740-7
- **Price**: $25.00 paperback
Strategies of Dominance
The Misdirection of U.S. Foreign Policy
P. Edward Haley
foreword by Lee H. Hamilton
In a critical overview of U.S. foreign policy since the end of the Cold War, P. Edward Haley draws surprising connections between key elements of George W. Bush’s foreign policy and those of Bill Clinton.
2006 304 pp.
0-8018-8413-6 $22.95 paperback

A Troubled Peace
U.S. Policy and the Two Koreas
Chae-Jin Lee
Chae-Jin Lee reviews the vicissitudes of U.S. policy toward South and North Korea since 1948 when rival regimes were installed on the Korean peninsula.
2006 376 pp., 1 map
0-8018-8331-8 $27.95 paperback

Nuclear First Strike
Consequences of a Broken Taboo
George H. Quester
This provocative and timely work examines various scenarios in which the deployment of nuclear weapons could occur, the probable consequences of such an escalation, the likely world reactions, and the plausible policy ramifications.
0-8018-8285-0 $22.95 paperback

Energy and Security
Toward a New Foreign Policy Strategy
edited by Jan H. Kalicki and David L. Goldwyn
"Surveys the prospective world of oil and gas . . . [and] argues that the United States needs a coherent energy policy that is an integral part of U.S. foreign policy."
—Foreign Affairs
2005 640 pp., 49 line drawings
0-8018-8279-6 $29.95 paperback

Selling Intervention and War
The Presidency, the Media, and the American Public
Jon Western
Jon Western examines the competition among foreign policy elites in the executive branch and Congress in winning the hearts and minds of the American public for military intervention.
0-8018-8109-9 $18.95 paperback
The Battle for Iraq
BBC News Correspondents on the War against Saddam
edited by Sara Beck and Malcolm Downing
The BBC’s best reporters offer a uniquely balanced, accessible, and multifaceted history of the conflict that charts a clear path through the complexities of world events during this turbulent time.
11 photographs, 3 maps
0-8018-7936-1 $4.95 hardcover

Uneasy Balance
Civil-Military Relations in Peacetime America since 1783
Thomas S. Langston
“A major contribution to the greater understanding of the challenges nations face in preparing their military for the future.”
—Parameters
0-8018-7421-1 $9.95 hardcover

Armed Humanitarians
U.S. Interventions from Northern Iraq to Kosovo
Robert C. DiPrizio
“DiPrizio’s controversial conclusions challenge some widely held beliefs and therefore can be expected to spark an animated debate that hopefully will help us to understand better one important aspect of humanitarian interventions.”
—Journal of Peace Research
2002 256 pp.
0-8018-7067-4 $5.00 paperback

Explaining Foreign Policy
U.S. Decision-Making and the Persian Gulf War
Steve A. Yetiv
“Rarely does one find a book that both thoroughly presents a theoretical framework and then actually tests that framework against reality by the vigorous use of history . . . [Yetiv] has done a remarkably good job of balancing both elements in a new study of US decision-making in the first Persian Gulf War.”
—Perspectives on Political Science
2004 304 pp.
0-8018-7811-X $19.95 paperback

Coming Soon in Paperback
Combating Proliferation
Strategic Intelligence and Security Policy
Jason D. Ellis and Geoffrey D. Kiefer
Defense policy specialists Jason Ellis and Geoffrey Kiefer find disturbing trends in both the collection and analysis of intelligence and in its use in the development and implementation of security policy.
16 halftones & line drawings
0-8018-7958-2 $48.00 hardcover

The First Casualty
The War Correspondent as Hero and Myth-Maker from the Crimea to Iraq
third edition
Phillip Knightley
“Remains the single most perceptive treatment of journalism in times of war and conflict.”
—History News Network
0-8018-8030-0 $21.95 paperback

The JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY PRESS 1-800-537-5487 15
New & Forthcoming

Breeding Bin Ladens
America, Islam, and the Future of Europe
Zachary Shore
Zachary Shore asserts that the growing ambivalence of Europe’s Muslims poses risks to national identities, international security, and the transatlantic alliance. Through in-depth interviews with Muslims living across the European Union, he gives voice to people of deep faith who speak of the conflict between their desire to integrate into their adopted societies and the repulsion they feel toward some of what the West represents.
0-8018-8505-1 $25.00 hardcover

Global Social Change
Historical and Comparative Perspectives
edited by Christopher Chase-Dunn and Salvatore J. Babones
In this informative and exciting volume, accomplished senior sociologists and outstanding younger scholars offer an introduction to ways of studying and understanding global social change.
2006 408 pp., 23 line drawings
0-8018-8424-1 $26.95 paperback

Diplomacy on the Edge
Containment of Ethnic Conflict and the Minorities Working Group of the Conferences on Yugoslavia
Geert-Hinrich Ahrens
Geert-Hinrich Ahrens tells about the international efforts to mediate the political, economic, and social climate of the countries of the former Yugoslavia in 1991–2004 when some of the struggles were deadly.
2006 624 pp.
0-8018-8557-4 $42.00 hardcover

Atoms for Peace
A Future after Fifty Years?
edited by Joseph F. Pilat
foreword by Mohamed ElBaradei
“The book presents a wide range of views on nuclear and nonproliferation matters at a time when many fundamental approaches to these matters are being reconsidered.”
—Scott Davis, nonproliferation expert
0-8018-8561-2 $25.00 paperback

The Strategic Triangle
France, Germany, and the United States in the Shaping of the New Europe
Based on a conference held in Potsdam, Germany, and a workshop at the Woodrow Wilson Center, this book discusses a series of economic and diplomatic episodes and asks how they affected France and Germany’s relations with each other, with countries outside this triangle, and with international institutions such as the EU and NATO.
0-8018-8564-7 $25.00 paperback
New & Forthcoming

How “American” Is Globalization?
William H. Marling
William Marling’s provocative work analyzes the impacts of American technology and culture on foreign societies. Deconstructing the myth of global Americanization, he argues that despite the typically American belief that the United States dominates foreign countries, the practical effects of “Americanization” amount to less than one might suppose.

2006 248 pp., 2 line drawings, 3 halftones
0-8018-8353-9 $24.95 hardcover

Globalization and the Race for Resources
Stephen G. Bunker and Paul S. Ciccarone
This work explores the sequence of trade-dominant economies—Portugal, the Netherlands, Holland, Britain, the United States, and Japan, showing how each nation became a global power by devising technologies, social and financial institutions, and markets to enhance its access to raw materials.

2005 288 pp., 4 line drawings
0-8018-8243-5 $22.95 paperback

The Globalizers
Development Workers in Action
Jeffrey T. Jackson
Using Honduras as a case study, Jeffrey T. Jackson illuminates the processes by which wealthy western countries target countries in Latin America, Asia, Africa, and the Middle East for political economic construction, or nation building.

2005 392 pp., 10 line drawings, 15 halftones
0-8018-8123-4 $55.00 hardcover

Globalizing Women
Transnational Feminist Networks
Valentine M. Moghadam
Globalizing Women explains how the negative and positive aspects of globalization have helped to create transnational networks of activists and organizations with common agendas.

0-8018-8024-6 $18.95 paperback

Terms of Inquiry
On the Theory and Practice of Political Science
James W. Davis
James W. Davis critically examines central claims and assumptions made by proponents of the scientific method in general, as well as the specific problems confronting the social sciences in particular.

2005 296 pp., 10 line drawings, 2 halftones
0-8018-8084-X $45.00 hardcover
0-8018-8085-8 $19.95 paperback
The Guilt of Nations
Restitution and Negotiating Historical Injustices
Elazar Barkan
“Barkan makes a persuasive case that, despite all the difficulties, the recent vogue for apologies and restitution should be welcomed.” —Economist
0-8018-6807-6 $19.95 paperback

Mothers of Heroes and Martyrs
Gender Identity Politics in Nicaragua, 1979–1999
Lorraine Bayard de Volo
“Draws upon field research in Nicaragua during 1992–93 and extensive open-ended interviews with the most active members of the pro-Sandinista Committee of Mothers of heroes and Martyrs of Matagalpa.” —Perspectives on Politics
0-8018-6764-9 $26.95 paperback

Cultures of Antimilitarism
National Security in Germany and Japan
Thomas U. Berger
“Berger not only makes an important new contribution to our understanding of national security and defense planning in those countries, but also does a great service to the scholarly community by showing that cultural theory remains a viable methodology for the study of war.” —Perspectives on Political Science
0-8018-7238-3 $25.00 paperback

Keeping the Peace
Lasting Solutions to Ethnic Conflicts
Daniel L. Byman
“A useful primer for the study of ethnic conflict, one whose principal strength lies in its deft and succinct summaries of the main approaches to the study of ethnicity and conflict.” —Perspectives on Political Science
0-8018-6804-1 $23.95 paperback

An Alliance at Risk
The United States and Europe since September 11
Laurent Cohen-Tanugi translated by George A. Holoch, Jr.
“A remarkably balanced reflection on the tensions between the European approach to world affairs and U.S. diplomacy since September 11.” —Foreign Affairs
0-8018-7841-1 $19.95 hardcover

Threats and Promises
The Pursuit of International Influence
James W. Davis, Jr.
“James Davis’s important and persuasive new book addresses the previously under-theorized issue of promises and assurances in international relations.” —Political Science Quarterly
3 maps, 2 figures
0-8018-7736-9 $25.00 paperback
The Politics of Verification
Nancy W. Gallagher

“Demonstrates that verification is not a technical exercise but a set of political interactions on multiple levels and with unanticipated consequences.”
—Choice

0-8018-7739-3 $25.00 paperback

Peacemonger
Marrack Goulding

“A frank and perceptive account of what it was like to be at the heart of the UN at a time when its role in international relations was expanding at an astonishing pace.”
—Times Literary Supplement

2003 416 pp., 8 maps
0-8018-7858-6 $29.95 hardcover

A Creative Tension
The Foreign Policy Roles of the President and Congress
Lee H. Hamilton with Jordan Tama

A Creative Tension is the most extensive analysis of the congressional and presidential roles in foreign policy by a former member of Congress. Hamilton explores the topic in an original, stimulating, and accessible manner by deftly mixing incisive commentary with illuminating personal reflections.

1-930365-12-8 $11.95 paperback

Globalization and the Postcolonial World
The New Political Economy of Development
second edition
Ankie Hoogvelt

“A well-written textbook and a helpful review of recent theories of development . . . It formulates an innovative synthetic approach of its own and convincingly uses this approach to describe important recent changes in the Third World and in the global system.”
—Journal of Asian Studies

0-8018-6692-8 $19.95 paperback

The United States and Pakistan, 1947–2000
Disenchanted Allies
Dennis Kux

“This judicious chronicle of U.S.–Pakistani relations from the 1940s to the twenty-first century is bound to be the definitive work on the topic.”
—Journal of Cold War Studies

2001 496 pp.
0-8018-6572-7 $22.95 paperback

Global Human Smuggling
Comparative Perspectives
edited by David Kyle and Rey Koslowski

“Challenges and reassesses many widely held views on controversial issues and it should change current thinking on the topic.”
—Journal of Ethnic and Migration Studies

3 figures, 6 tables
0-8018-6590-5 $25.00 paperback
Rogue States and U.S. Foreign Policy
Containment after the Cold War
Robert S. Litwak
“In addition to the excellent analytical framework, Litwak provides three detailed case studies—Iraq, Iran, and North Korea . . . A must read for analysts, policy makers, and students.” —Political Science Quarterly
2000 300 pp.
0-943875-97-8 $18.95 paperback

Beyond Westphalia?
National Sovereignty and International Intervention
edited by Gene M. Lyons and Michael Mastanduno
A distinguished group of scholars explore the question of whether recent political changes have shifted the balance between the sovereign rights of states and the authority of the larger international community.
0-8018-4954-3 $25.00 paperback

Origins of Terrorism
Psychologies, Ideologies, Theologies, States of Mind
edited by Walter Reich
new foreword by Walter Laqueur
“An honest and penetrating effort to explain the role of human psychology in terrorism.” —Canadian Journal of Political Science
0-943875-89-7 $18.95 paperback

A Theory of Global Capitalism
Production, Class, and State in a Transnational World
William I. Robinson
William I. Robinson offers a theory of globalization that follows the rise of a new capitalist class and a transnational state. Growing beyond national boundaries, this new class comprises a global system in which Japanese capitalists are just as comfortable investing in Latin America as North Americans are in Southeast Asia.
2004 224 pp., 4 line drawings
0-8018-7927-2 $20.00 paperback

Fragmented Space
in the Russian Federation
edited by Blair A. Ruble, Jodi Koehn, and Nancy E. Popson
“An important scholarly source for understanding the place of regions in Russia’s political, social, and economic development.”
—Russian Review
0-8018-6570-0 $48.00 hardcover

Illegal Drugs, Economy, and Society in the Andes
Francisco E. Thoumi
“Strong in organization, multidisciplinary approach, and comparative analysis, this volume is a comprehensive overview of the Andean drug problem.”
—Choice
0-8018-7854-3 $24.95 paperback
Great Powers and Geopolitical Change
Jakub J. Grygiel

Jakub J. Grygiel brings to light the importance of incorporating geography into grand strategy. Examining case studies of the Venetians, the Ottoman Empire, and the Chinese in the global fifteenth century, he argues that states can increase and maintain their position of power by pursuing a geostrategy that focuses on control of resources and lines of communication.

2006 288 pp., 3 line drawings
0-8018-8480-2 $47.00 hardcover

Informal Institutions and Democracy
Lessons from Latin America
edited by Gretchen Helmke and Steven Levitsky

This volume analyzes the function of informal institutions in Latin America and how they support or weaken democratic governance. The contributors examine how informal rules shape the performance of state and democratic institutions, offering fresh and timely insights into contemporary problems of governability, "unrule of law," and the absence of effective representation, participation, and accountability in Latin America.

2006 352 pp., 6 line drawings
0-8018-8352-0 $5.00 paperback

Toward a Society under Law
Citizens and Their Police in Latin America
edited by Joseph S. Tulchin and Meg Ruthenburg

"By focusing on citizen-police relations, and the specific attempts to improve them, this book brings out one of the most important issues for citizen security in democracy today."
—Mark Ungar, City University of New York

0-8018-8559-0 $25.00 paperback

Rebounding Identities
The Politics of Identity in Russia and Ukraine
edited by Dominique Arel and Blair A. Ruble

An examination of post-Soviet society through ethnic, religious, and linguistic criteria, this volume turns what is typically anthropological subject matter into the basis of politics, sociology, and history.

0-8018-8562-0 $55.00 hardcover

Democracy and Elections in Africa
Staffan I. Lindberg

This volume studies elections as a core institution of liberal democracy in the context of newly democratizing countries. Political scientist Staffan I. Lindberg gathers data from every nationally contested election in Africa from 1989 to 2003, covering 232 elections in 44 countries. He argues that democratizing nations learn to become democratic through repeated democratic behavior, even if their elections are often flawed.

2006 248 pp., 7 line drawings
0-8018-8333-4 $24.95 paperback

Runaway State-Building
Patronage Politics and Democratic Development
Conor O’Dwyer

Conor O’Dwyer introduces the phenomenon of runaway state-building as a consequence of patronage politics in underdeveloped, noncompetitive party systems. Analyzing the cases of three newly democratized nations in Eastern Europe—Poland, the Czech Republic, and Slovakia—O’Dwyer argues that competition among political parties constrains patronage-led state expansion.

2006 304 pp., 8 line drawings
0-8018-8365-2 $49.95 hardcover
Women’s Rights
A Human Rights Quarterly Reader
edited by Bert B. Lockwood

This interdisciplinary collection focuses specifically on the challenges that women face and the efforts by individuals and organizations alike to ensure the protection of women under international law.

2006 704 pp., 1 halftone, 4 line drawings
0-8018-8374-1 $27.95 paperback

Voting for Russia’s Governors
Regional Elections and Accountability under Yeltsin and Putin
Andrew Konitzer

“This work is extremely important. It gets past commonly accepted clichés about Russian voters and helps us understand much better what exactly they are thinking when they make their voting choices.”
—Robert Orttung, American University, editor of Russian Regional Report

2006 280 pp., 11 line drawings
0-8018-8299-0 $48.00 hardcover

Rethinking the Economics of War
The Intersection of Need, Creed, and Greed
edited by Cynthia J. Arnson and I. William Zartman

This collection of essays responds to current works asserting that the income from natural resources is the end and not just a means for warring rebel groups. The study puts greed in its place and restores the importance of deprivation and discrimination as the primary causes of armed conflict within states. Countries studied include Lebanon, Sierra Leone, Angola, the Republic of the Congo, Colombia, and Afghanistan.

2005 320 pp., 7 illustrations
0-8018-8297-4 $55.00 hardcover
0-8018-8298-2 $22.95 paperback

Final Acts
A Guide to Preserving the Records of Truth Commissions

Trudy Huskamp Peterson

“An excellent resource in addressing the preservation needs of truth commissions.” —H-SAfrica, H-Net Reviews

0-8018-8172-2 $25.00 paperback

Defending Democracy
Reactions to Extremism in Interwar Europe

Giovanni Capoccia

A comprehensive and thoughtful historical analysis of the democracies of interwar Europe, Defending Democracy provides a unique perspective on the many lessons to be learned from their successes and failures.

2005 352 pp., 3 line drawings
0-8018-8038-6 $49.95 hardcover
Federalism and Territorial Cleavages
edited by Ugo M. Amoretti and Nancy Bermeo

“By bringing together well-known experts on federalism and regional studies, the editors of this broadly ambitious volume seek to uncover why some states accommodate territorial cleavages more successfully than others.”
—Choice
2004 512 pp., 5 illustrations 0-8018-7408-4 $55.00 hardcover

Beyond State Crisis?
Post-Colonial Africa and Post-Soviet Eurasia in Comparative Perspective
edited by Mark Beissinger and M. Crawford Young

“The excellent scholarly studies offer both in-depth focus on specific countries and problems and useful comparative speculation regarding similarities and differences between the Eurasian and African experiences.”
—Perspectives on Political Science
2002 504 pp. 1-930365-08-X $24.95 paperback

Europe without Borders
Remapping Territory, Citizenship, and Identity in a Transnational Age
edited by Mabel Berezin and Martin Schain

“A fascinating collection of eleven articles on transnationalism in Europe.”
—Perspectives on Political Science
2004 336 pp., 6 illustrations 0-8018-7437-8 $19.95 paperback

Russia in Search of Itself
James H. Billington

“Takes a close-up look at one of the world’s most pressing issues, the turbulent conditions of Russia since the collapse of the Soviet Union and the efforts of Russia to find a post-Soviet identity.”
—Forecast
2004 256 pp. 0-8018-7976-0 $24.95 hardcover

Beyond Free and Fair
Monitoring Elections and Building Democracy
Eric C. Bjornlund

“Thorough and richly documented . . . Contains the right mix of facts and statistics . . . Those interested in election monitoring will find it indispensable.”
—Law and Politics Book Review
2004 408 pp. 0-8018-8050-5 $22.95 paperback

The First Chinese Democracy
Political Life in the Republic of China on Taiwan
Linda Chao and Ramon H. Myers

“A lucidly written interpretative history of political change in Taiwan from the late 1940s to the mid-1990s.”
—American Review of Politics
1998 392 pp., 6 illustrations 0-8018-7239-1 $25.00 paperback

Sultanistic Regimes
edited by Houchang E. Chehabi and Juan J. Linz

This volume studies important sultanistic regimes in the Dominican Republic, Cuba, Haiti, Iran, and the Philippines.
1998 296 pp. 0-8018-5694-9 $5.00 paperback

Parties, Politics, and Democracy in the New Southern Europe
edited by P. Nikiforos Diamandouros and Richard Gunther

This volume presents systematic analyses of the basic institutions of government and of the dynamics of electoral competition in the four countries as well as detailed studies of the evolution of the major parties, their electorates, their ideologies, and their performances in government over the past twenty years.
2001 496 pp., 1 line drawing 0-8018-6518-2 $25.00 paperback
Developing Democracy

Toward Consolidation
Larry Diamond

“Offers a realistic description of the political discontents of our time and how these discontents are reduced . . . by the development of democratic practice.”

—Washington Times
1999
384 pp., 2 illustrations
0-8018-6156-X
$20.95 paperback

Federalism and Democracy in Latin America
edited by Edward L. Gibson

“Provides very good case studies of each country with a federalist government structure.” —Latin American Research Review
2004
392 pp., 3 illustrations
0-8018-7424-6
$18.95 paperback

Constructing Democratic Governance in Latin America
second edition
edited by Jorge I. Domínguez and Michael Shifter

“Takes a close look at the status of democratic regimes in Latin America and the Caribbean . . . A remarkable collaborative achievement and provides a quick, authoritative, and handy reference that will be invaluable to students.”

—Foreign Affairs
2003
472 pp.
0-8018-7120-4
$20.00 paperback

Entangled Evolutions
Media and Democratization in Eastern Europe
Peter Gross

 “[A] very rich and well-informed reconsideration of the social and media situation in Central and Southeastern Europe.”

—Political Communication
2002
240 pp.
0-8018-6852-1
$24.95 paperback

Paradoxes of Democracy

Fragility, Continuity, and Change
Shmuel N. Eisenstadt

“A tour de force of the highest order and addresses itself to one of the hottest market areas of the field, to students of democracy in sociology, political science, and history of ideas.”

—Contemporary Sociology
1999
136 pp.
0-8018-7139-5
$18.95 paperback

Regional Russia in Transition
Studies from Yaroslavl
edited by Jeffrey W. Hahn

“The effort to cover in detail the political, economic, and social development of a representative Russian region is most laudable.”

—Perspectives on Political Science
2001
272 pp.
0-8018-6741-X
$45.00 hardcover

Crude Violence in Latin America

Citizen Security, Democracy, and the State
edited by Hugo Frühling and Joseph S. Tulchin with Heather Golding

“Addresses a major challenge to democracy that has, to date, been underresearched and underdocumented.”

—Perspectives on Political Science
2003
296 pp.
0-8018-7384-3
$18.95 paperback

Crucial Needs, Weak Incentives
Social Sector Reform, Democratization, and Globalization in Latin America
edited by Robert R. Kaufman and Joan M. Nelson

“A comprehensive and vital contribution to the study of social sector reform.”

—Latin Americanist
2004
560 pp.
0-8018-8082-3
$24.95 paperback
Democracy Delayed
The Case of Castro’s Cuba
Juan J. López

“At his best, [Lopez] describes well trends in the Cuban dissident community and in the politics of their relations with Cuban exiles.” —Political Science Quarterly
0-8018-7046-1 $42.50 hardcover

The Legacies of Liberalism
Path Dependence and Political Regimes in Central America
James Mahoney

“[Mahoney’s] comparative historical analysis of political development in Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, and Nicaragua makes a number of significant contributions.” —Governance
2001 416 pp., 14 line drawings
0-8018-6552-2 $52.00 hardcover

Governance on the Ground
Innovations and Discontinuities in Cities of the Developing World
edited by Patricia L. McCarney and Richard E. Stren

“A very important publication on urban governance in a variety of national and regional settings within the developing world.” —CUS Bulletin on Urbanization and Development
2003 304 pp., 1 map
0-8018-7851-9 $24.95 paperback

The Unraveling of Representative Democracy in Venezuela
edited by Jennifer L. McCoy and David J. Myers

“This sobering postmortem reveals with depressing clarity the conditions that gave rise to Venezuela’s Hugo Chávez.” —Foreign Affairs
2004 376 pp., 20 line drawings
0-8018-8428-4 $25.00 paperback

Decentralization, Democratic Governance, and Civil Society in Comparative Perspective
Africa, Asia, and Latin America
edited by Philip Oxhorn, Joseph S. Tulchin, and Andrew D. Selee

This volume studies the relation of decentralization to democratization at both intermediate and local levels and analyzes how decentralization is transforming the relationship between the state and civil society.
0-8018-7919-1 $55.00 hardcover

Second Metropolis
Pragmatic Pluralism in Gilded Age Chicago, Silver Age Moscow, and Meiji Osaka
Blair A. Ruble

“A comparative work such as this helps to undercut the historiography of ‘exceptionalism’ that still plagues Russian studies.” —American Historical Review
2004 464 pp., 39 photographs
1-930365-15-2 $24.95 paperback

Good Government in the Tropics
Judith Tendler

“Bringing together the case studies of good government in the state of Ceara in North East Brazil enables Tendler to draw a series of wider, over-arching conclusions.” —Journal of Development Studies
0-8018-6092-X $5.00 paperback

Learning from Foreign Models in Latin American Policy Reform
edited by Kurt Weyland

Leading academic experts and policy practitioners discuss how foreign models influenced their own decision making in crucial areas of social policy such as pensions, unemployment insurance, and health care.
0-8018-7917-5 $22.95 paperback
Problems of Democratic Transition and Consolidation
Southern Europe, South America, and Post-Communist Europe
Juan J. Linz and Alfred Stepan

The volume contains the first systematic comparative analysis of the process of democratic consolidation in southern Europe and the southern cone of South America, and it is the first book to ground post-Communist Europe within the literature of comparative politics and democratic theory.

0-8018-5158-0 $21.95 paperback

The Failure of Presidential Democracy
Comparative Perspectives
Volume 1
edited by Juan J. Linz and Arturo Valenzuela

“This book is already a classic and is bound to be widely read and cited for many years to come.” —Journal of Democracy

0-8018-4640-4 $18.95 paperback

The Breakdown of Democratic Regimes

“A rich collection of challenging studies that, in addition to supplying useful data on the performance of democratic institutions in a variety of settings, gives us a good example of how collaborative, cross-national explanatory research can be conducted.”

—Journal of Politics

Chile
defined by Juan J. Linz and Alfred Stepan
1978 144 pp.
0-8018-2010-3 $25.00 paperback

Europe
defined by Juan J. Linz and Alfred Stepan
0-8018-2022-7 $25.00 paperback

Crisis, Breakdown and Reequilibration
An Introduction
defined by Juan J. Linz and Alfred Stepan
1978 144 pp.
0-8018-2009-X $25.00 paperback

Latin America
defined by Juan J. Linz and Alfred Stepan
0-8018-2023-5 $25.00 paperback

Transitions from Authoritarian Rule

“The essays appearing in the collection Transitions from Authoritarian Rule . . . will serve as reference points for students of redemocratization for years to come. Other essays will serve as classic case studies . . . the volumes deserve to be read time and again.”

—Comparative Politics

Southern Europe
Volume 1
Guillermo O’Donnell, Philippe C. Schmitter, and Laurence Whitehead
0-8018-3190-3 $20.95 paperback

Latin America
Volume 2
Guillermo O’Donnell, Philippe C. Schmitter, and Laurence Whitehead
0-8018-3188-1 $25.00 paperback

Comparative Perspectives
Volume 3
Guillermo O’Donnell, Philippe C. Schmitter, and Laurence Whitehead
1986 208 pp.
0-8018-3192-X $20.95 paperback

Tentative Conclusions about Uncertain Democracies
Volume 4
Guillermo O’Donnell, Philippe C. Schmitter, and Laurence Whitehead
0-8018-2682-9 $17.95 paperback
New
Electoral Systems and Democracy
edited by Larry Diamond and Marc F. Plattner
As the number of democracies has increased around the world, a heated debate has emerged among political scientists about which system best promotes the consolidation of democracy. This book compares the experiences of diverse countries, from Latin America to southern Africa, from Uruguay, Japan, and Taiwan to Israel, Afghanistan, and Iraq.
0-8018-8475-6 $18.95 paperback

New
Assessing the Quality of Democracy
edited by Larry Diamond and Leonardo Morlino
This volume elaborates and refines several themes of democratic quality: the rule of law, accountability, freedom, equality, and responsiveness and feature six comparative cases, each of which applies these thematic elements to two neighboring countries.
2005 328 pp., 5 line drawings
0-8018-8287-7 $18.95 paperback

World Religions and Democracy
edited by Larry Diamond, Marc F. Plattner, and Philip J. Costopoulos
0-8018-8080-7 $18.95 paperback

Islam and Democracy in the Middle East
edited by Larry Diamond, Marc F. Plattner, and Daniel Brumberg
0-8018-7848-9 $25.00 paperback

Democracy after Communism
edited by Larry Diamond and Marc F. Plattner
0-8018-7076-3 $21.95 paperback

Emerging Market Democracies
East Asia and Latin America
edited by Laurence Whitehead
2002 240 pp.
0-8018-7219-7 $23.00 paperback

Political Parties and Democracy
edited by Larry Diamond and Richard Gunther
0-8018-6863-7 $21.95 paperback

For a complete listing of titles with full descriptions visit our website:
www.press.jhu.edu

The Global Divergence of Democracies
edited by Larry Diamond and Marc F. Plattner
0-8018-6842-4 $21.95 paperback

Globalization, Power, and Democracy
edited by Marc F. Plattner and Aleksander Smolar
0-8018-6568-9 $25.00 paperback

Democratization in Africa
edited by Larry Diamond and Marc F. Plattner
0-8018-6273-6 $18.95 paperback

Democracy in East Asia
edited by Larry Diamond and Marc F. Plattner
1998 274 pp., 3 illustrations
0-8018-5964-6 $25.00 paperback

Consolidating the Third Wave
Democracies
Themes and Perspectives
Volume 1
edited by Larry Diamond, Marc F. Plattner, Yun-han Chu, and Hung-mao Tien
1997 384 pp., 9 line drawings
0-8018-5794-5 $18.95 paperback

Consolidating the Third Wave
Democracies
Regional Challenges
Volume 2
edited by Larry Diamond, Marc F. Plattner, Yun-han Chu, and Hung-mao Tien
1997 392 pp., 5 line drawings
0-8018-5795-3 $18.95 paperback

Civil-Military Relations and Democracy
edited by Larry Diamond and Marc F. Plattner
1996 152 pp.
0-8018-5536-5 $18.95 paperback

The Global Resurgence of Democracy
second edition
edited by Larry Diamond and Marc F. Plattner
0-8018-5305-2 $25.00 paperback

Nationalism, Ethnic Conflict, and Democracy
edited by Larry Diamond and Marc F. Plattner
0-8018-5002-9 $25.00 paperback

Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy Revisited
edited by Larry Diamond and Marc F. Plattner
1993 152 pp.
0-8018-4747-8 $25.00 paperback
New

Journalists under Fire
The Psychological Hazards of Covering War
Anthony Feinstein
foreword by Chris Hedges
Anthony Feinstein explores the trauma and troubles media professionals face in the course of their work.
0-8018-8441-1 $25.00 hardcover

New

Victory of Law
The Fourteenth Amendment, the Civil War, and American Literature, 1852–1867
Deak Nabers
Deak Nabers examines developing ideas about the nature of law as reflected in literary and political writing before, during, and after the American Civil War.
0-8018-8350-4 $49.95 hardcover

New

The Games Presidents Play
Sports and the Presidency
John Sayle Watterson
John Sayle Watterson explores not only the health, physical attributes, personalities, and sports IQs of four presidents but also the trend of Americans in the past century to equate sporting achievements with courage, manliness, and political competence.
30 halftones, 1 line drawing
0-8018-8425-x $29.95 hardcover

Trained to Kill
Soldiers at War
Theodore Nadelson, M.A., M.D.
“A triumph. Nadelson’s legacy is a brilliant book that concisely lays out the unrelenting madness of war by examining the psychological carnage it inflicts on the men who survive.” —San Diego Union-Tribune
2005 208 pp.
0-8018-8166-8 $25.00 hardcover

Female Genital Cutting
Cultural Conflict in the Global Community
Elizabeth Heger Boyle
“Boyle provides both an in-depth understanding of anti-female genital cutting efforts, and a unique multilevel approach to evaluating global cultural conflict.” —Social Forces
30 b&w illustrations
0-8018-8263-X $22.00 paperback

Fireside Politics
Radio and Political Culture in the United States, 1920–1940
Douglas B. Craig
“The most complete study so far of the interactions between broadcasting and the U.S. political system during the ‘golden age’ of radio.” —H-Pol, H-Net Reviews
6 illustrations, 14 figures, 5 maps
0-8018-8312-1 $25.00 paperback

Inventing Grand Strategy and Teaching Command
The Classic Works of Alfred Thayer Mahan Reconsidered
Jon Tetsuro Sumida
“Hereafter, no one interested in American naval history, Mahan’s ideas, or the strategic role of sea power can rightly go without reading Sumida’s slim volume.” —Joint Force Quarterly
0-8018-6340-6 $14.95 paperback
NOW—SPECIAL ISSUES!

AMERICAN QUARTERLY

Editor: Marita Sturken

Founded in 1949, American Quarterly promotes a broad, humanistic understanding of American culture and encourages cross-disciplinary work. Special issues recently included "Los Angeles and the Future of Urban Cultures" and "Legal Borderlands." AQ is the official publication of the American Studies Association (ASA). Published quarterly. ANNUAL MEMBERSHIPS: ASA membership includes individual subscription to AQ; please write, visit our website, call 1-800-548-1784, fax 410-516-6968, or email jrnlcirc@press.jhu.edu for more information. ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS: $125.00, institutions (paper or online); $175.00, institutions (paper & online). Does NOT include ASA membership.

HUMAN RIGHTS QUARTERLY

A Comparative and International Journal of the Social Sciences, Humanities, and Law

Editor-in-Chief: Bert B. Lockwood, Jr.

Human Rights Quarterly helps define national and international human rights policy by providing decision makers with insight into complex human rights issues. Interdisciplinary in scope, the journal provides up-to-date information, current human rights research and policy analysis, reviews of related books, and philosophical essays probing the fundamental nature of human rights. Published quarterly. ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS: $40.00, individuals; $155.00, institutions (paper or online); $217.00, institutions (paper & online).

JOURNAL of DEMOCRACY

Editors: Marc F. Plattner and Larry Diamond

Journal of Democracy monitors and analyzes democratic movements and reports on newly established democracies around the world. The journal keeps readers informed of election results, meetings and conferences, and "behind-the-scenes" news developments. Published quarterly for the National Endowment for Democracy. ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS: $35.00, individuals; $115.00, institutions (paper or online); $161.00, institutions (paper & online).
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